
Empowering 

precious metals

The future

is Aurus

 of

everything is digital.

The future of precious 
metals . 

Nonpartisan

economics

A fair chance for everyone everywhere to 
participate to the economy and thrive.

Transparency

and fairness

Accountability to users and the community, 
true to blockchain’s core principles.


Spearheading

innovation

Decentralized technologies are meant to 
disrupt the markets to the benefit of the 
people.

Our purpose is to 
 

for precious metals, using 
blockchain principles, ethics 
and technologies.

create a 
larger, more inclusive market

www.aurus.io



Wordmark

Bespoke typography, grotesque detailing. The even stroke 
weights, sharp edges and geometric composition create an 
innately bold, authoritative wordmark. It amounts to a 
wordmark with a lot of character and elegance by simplicity. 
The extra treatment on the letter R draws the focus to the 
center of the logo.

1 unit 10x 10x 10x 10x10x 10x 9x10x 9x

24x

6x

6x

6x

Wordmark lockup

The minimum clear space around the logo (on all sides) 
amounts to two times the height of the mark. This creates a 
generous border and ensures there are no elements too close 
in its vicinity competing for the attention.

Lettermark lockup

The minimum clear space is created by extracting the letter A 
and applying its height two times around the mark, creating a 
generous border. This ensures that the logo remains clearly 
visible at all times, so that other elements don’t compete for the 
viewer’s attention. 

Wordmark scaling

Thanks to the boldness and simplicity of the logo, it’s easy to 
scale without losing readability. The smallest size allowed is 150 
pixels wide on screens and 3 centimeters / 1.18 inches wide on 
printed materials. If smaller sizes are needed, the lettermark 
will be used instead.

400 px 200 px 150 px

Wordmark placement

The Aurus wordmark works seamlessly on any material. 
However, for consistency purposes it must only be placed in 
one of the below presented positions.

Top left

Centered

Bottom left

Lettermark placement

The Aurus lettermark works seamlessly on any material. 
However, for consisntency purposes it must only be placed in 
one of the below presented positions.

Top left

Bottom right Centered

Bottom left

Lettermark

The Aurus lettermark is a simplified version of the wordmark’s 
initial. We removed the crossbar on A for the sake of further 
simplicity. We now have an upward pointing arrow suggestive 
of a successful trading market and a token that gains in 
valuation. The placement inside a coin references tokens and 
further ties the brand to the most iconic cryptocurrency, 
bitcoin. 

1 unit

24x

Lettermark scaling

The symbol’s lack of unnecessary detail allows it to be used in 
the smallest of sizes, while still being recognizable. It will 
replace the wordmark whenever the size gets smaller than 150 
pixels and it can withstand a resizing down to 32 pixels.

200 px 50 px150 px 32 px

Logo

The new logo is supportive of

our tech-oriented, bold brand.

Its 
is relevant to a cutting-edge


Fintech market. 

industrial, non-ornate look


www.aurus.io



Grid system

The easy to build and flexible 
grid system contributes to the 

brand tool kit, and is used to 

 information logically. 
prioritize, underline and 

organize

Unit

No matter the measurement system, the one unit square 
represents the very base of the grid. This can be multiplied 
endlessly but keeping in mind the 2x growth rate, creating 
simpler or more complex grids. 

1x 2x 4x 6x 8x 10x 12x

Divisions

Using the one unit base, the workspace can be divided into as 
many spaces as needed, always keeping in mind the 2x rate.

2x1 grid1x4 grid 12x 6 grid

Gutters & margins

The rule for building proper gutters and margins follows the 
same concept of working with the 2x multiplyer. Whenever 
margins and gutters need to be applied, the grid will be built 
inside the live area.

Vertical grid with 2 unit margin and 4 unit gutter

Horizontal grid with 2 unit margin and 2 unit gutter

www.aurus.io



Typefaces

The typefaces are a 
reflection of the brand’s 

assertive philosophy, aiming 
for .seamless legibility

Header: Epilogue

Epilogue is a clean sans serif typeface proposed for headers. Its 
horizontal terminals and closed counters make it familiar and 
recognizable to the public. Special treatment on looptails (letter 
g for example) and the interesting height-length ratio make it a 
sophisticated typeface suited for headers. The typeface comes 
with a wide range of weights. It easily accommodates any size 
requirement, both on screen and in print. 

Type tester

Type anything in the fields below to try Epilogue.

Epilogue Light

Empowering precious metals.

Epilogue Medium

Empowering precious metals.

Epilogue Semibold

Empowering precious metals.

Epilogue Bold

Empowering precious metals.

Epilogue Extrabold

Empowering precious metals.

Body: Open Sans

All body text is set in Open Sans, a humanist sans serif typeface. 
It has an upright stress, open forms and a neutral, yet friendly 
appearance. It is optimized for print, web, and mobile 
interfaces, and has excellent legibility characteristics in its 
letterforms.

Type tester

Type anything in the fields below to try Epilogue.

Open Sans Light

Empowering precious metals.

Open Sans Regular

Empowering precious metals.

Oepn Sans Semibold

Empowering precious metals.

Open Sans Bold

Empowering precious metals.

Open Sans Black

Empowering precious metals.

Hierarchy

By using scale and function, we not only guide the eye, but 
create visual interest as well. In order to do this, it’s crucial to 
organize the information in a well defined hierarchical system.

Main Heading • Epilogue Medium • 76 pt

The future is digital & Aurus is 
the future of precious metals.

Secondary Heading • Epilogue Medium • 70 pt

Enhancing the 
usability of 
precious metals.

Third Heading • Epilogue Medium • 36 pt

The gold backing AWG is 
only stored in fully 
insured vaults.

Fourth Heading • Epilogue Medium • 24 pt

Each AWG is redeemable for 1 
gram of 99.99% gold from LBMA 
certified refineries.

Body • Open Sans Regular • 24 pt

We are a UK fintech company that offers a tokenization 
solution to the traditional gold market, enabling its participants 
to produce and distribute their own gold-backed token.

Tag • Open Sans Regular • 14 pt

Aurus is in the tokenization business.

www.aurus.io



Color palette

The color palette expands 
the brand aesthetic and 

presents a 
. 

contemporary 
creative vision

Linear gradients

Linear combinations between the two hues in the main color 
palette is accepted as long as the brightness values are 
respected as shown. Gradient can be used for background, on 
limited surface area. When referring to a specific token, the 
corresponding color can also be used as the base for a linear 
gradient.

Gold 50 Gold 5

Gold 50 Gold 95

Gold 5 Gold 50 Gold 95

Gold 50 Gold 5

Gold 50 Gold 95

Gold 5 Gold 50 Gold 95

Token palette

The app requires a token palette, separate from the main 
palette of gold and charcoal. Having a separate palette for 
tokens is primarily function over style. We want users to easily 
recognize assets and orient themselves on the platform at a 
glance. Colors are distinctive for the asset and suggestive of the 
precious metal, and do not clash with the main palette. We 
stress they will only be used when referencing the tokens.  

Platinum

#4A4C4F R74 G76 B79 C6 M4 Y0 K69

Platinum 05

Platinum 10

Platinum 20

Platinum 30

Platinum 40

Platinum 50

Platinum 60

Platinum 70

Platinum 80

Platinum 90

Platinum 95

Aurus Yellow

#E3BA4F R227 G186 B79 C0 M18 Y65 K11

Aurus Yellow 05

Aurus Yellow 10

Aurus Yellow 20

Aurus Yellow 30

Aurus Yellow 40

Aurus Yellow 50

Aurus Yellow 60

Aurus Yellow 70

Aurus Yellow 80

Aurus Yellow 90

Aurus Yellow 95

Silver

#999999 R153 G153 B153 C0 M0 Y0 K40

Silver 05

Silver 10

Silver 20

Silver 30

Silver 40

Silver 50

Silver 60

Silver 70

Silver 80

Silver 90

Silver 95

Defi

#66ACCC R102 G172 B204 C50 M16 Y0 K20

Defi 05

Defi 10

Defi 20

Defi30

Defi 40

Defi 50

Defi 60

Defi 70

Defi 80

Defi 90

Defi 95

Brand palette

The brand palette uses the color gold as its primary tone to 
further emphasize the Aurus name. The chosen tone is warm 
and rooted in nature, while brightening up the cold quality of 
the digital world. For unlimited usage options, the palette has 
been extended to the edges of the spectrum

Aurus Yellow

#E3BA4F R227 G186 B79 C0 M18 Y65 K11

Charcoal

#1B1918 R27 G25 B24 C0 M7 Y11 K89

Aurus Yellow 05

Aurus Yellow 10

Aurus Yellow 20

Aurus Yellow 30

Aurus Yellow 40

Aurus Yellow 50

Aurus Yellow 60

Aurus Yellow 70

Aurus Yellow 80

Aurus Yellow 90

Aurus Yellow 95

Charcoal 05

Charcoal 10

Charcoal 20

Charcoal 30

Charcoal 40

Charcoal 50

Charcoal 60

Charcoal 70

Charcoal 80

Charcoal 90

Charcoal 95

Web & App usage extension

Aurus day-to-day use requires two functional colors to signal 
alerts inside the application (price signals for assets, warnings 
and okay states ). Traditionally agreed upon colors in trading 
are red and green. They are not part of the palette per-se but 
the proposed shades are in line with it.

Color name 80

Green Alert 30

Green Alert 10

Green Alert 50

Green Alert 70

Green Alert 90

Green Alert

#27DD22 R39 G221 B34 C82 M0 Y85 K13

Red Alert 30

Red Alert 10

Red Alert 60

Red Alert 80

Red Alert 95

Red Alert

#EE4242 R238 G66 B66 C0 M72 Y672 K7

Mesh gradients

The mesh gradients follow the same rules as the linear ones. If 
the background needs proper depth and texture, one can opt 
for a 3x3 grid- or a 4x4 grid mesh.

3 x 3 mesh

4 x 4 mesh

www.aurus.io



Tokens

The token lettermarks are 
an of 

the Aurus wordmark.
elegant extension 

Token lettermarks

Inspired by the Aurus wordmark, the tokens are taking the style 
one step further by adding a digital element to them.

1 unit

24x

Token icons

Placing the lettermarks on a similar circle as the Aurus icon, we 
get to a consistent visual language that is intuitive and simple to 
comprehend.

AWG

AurusGold

AWS

AurusSilver

AWP

AurusPlatinum

AWD

AurusDeFi

Token colors

The token color palette is exclusively created for the tokens and 
only in the combinations presented below. This is a judicious 
measure, for the sake of functionality. Users can easily identify 
assets and orient themselves on the platform while operating 
portfolios at speed. For the same reason, we urge you to only 
use the combinations presented below. 

AWG AurusGold token on light background

AWS AurusSilver token on light background

AWP AurusPlatinum token on light background

AWD AurusDeFi token on light background

AWS AurusSilver lettermark on colored background

AWG AurusGold lettermark on colored background

AWP AurusPlatinum lettermark on colored background

AWD AurusDeFi lettermark on colored background

www.aurus.io



Iconography

With great iconography, 
users recognize elements  
and 

. 
navigate the platform 

at a speed

The icons

Trading communities work with agreed-upon symbols across 
the industry. Clients move fast and might take split-second 
decisions. Done properly, icons support that fast-paced, 
intuition-based interaction. 

The icon grid

The primary icon grid is a 48px grid. Depending on the icon 
style (main icon or navigation icon), the grid can be divided with 
keyline shapes. This framework allows you to create 
proportionate icons that don’t compete for attention 
unnecessarily.  

48x48 px grid 38x38 px grid 26x26 px grid

Main icons

We use the main icons for prominent elements. They are likely 
important checkpoints in the user journey (sharing information, 
saving on the cloud etc). 



They have a corner radius of 4px. A slight gradient can be 
applied to them to reference the sheen of precious metals 
(please refer back to the gradient rules section). 


Navigation icons

The navigation icons are there for run-of-the-mill operations or 
when listing more than four options in the same screen.  



They are used in smaller sizes and they do not have rounded 
corners or extra color effects. Therefore, they keep the 
composition clean, clear and easy to read. If you need to 
prioritize or organize information, you can color-code using 
solid colors in the brand color scheme. 


www.aurus.io



Illustrations

The 3D illustrations aim to 
translate a strong sense 
of .balance and control

3D illustrations

Aurus is a sophisticated brand. The operating word is affluence. 
3D renders create a new level of depth and complexity and 
allow us to play on light the same way precious metals do. We 
get molten, pouring elements, a metallic glow and rich light 
reflections that cannot be obtained via 2D graphics. 

Token graphics

The 3D renderings of the tokens are meant to give a sense of 
materiality to the concept, rather than keeping it exclusively 
digital.

AWP

AurusPlatinum

AWG

AurusGold

AWS

AurusSilver

AWX

AurusDefi

Supporting graphics

These graphics are meant to give visual interest to a 
composition, and are referring to the brand Aurus as a whole.

www.aurus.io



Applications

The applications are 
merely a 

 of all the 
individual elements.

seamless 
combination

Aurus  10h

-15%

The Aurus 

Starter Pack

Swipe up

Aurus  10h

Empowering

Precious 
Metals

Bring your gold to the 
Blockchain Ecosystem.

Also available for

Silver & Platinum

Aurus  10h

Swipe up

The Aurus 
Ecosystem

An ecosystem where refineries, 
vaults, and brokers work 
together to mint their own 
precious tokens.

Empowering

Precious Metals

Bring your gold to the 
Blockchain Ecosystem.

Also available for Silver & Platinum

Ideal for:
 Precious metal refinerie
 Bullion dealer
 Family offices

Become a partner!
 Additional revenue stream
 Access new market
 Sell instantly 24/7

Book a call with

Aurus and learn

how it’s done!

www.aurus.io
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